HOW TO WEAR YOUR Bachelor Regalia

Mortarboard sits on head with longer peak at the back

Tassel hanging to your left

Black displayed on your right shoulder with white stripe towards face

Colour displayed on your left shoulder with white strip away from face
HOW TO WEAR YOUR
Honors & Postgraduate Regalia

Mortarboard sits on head with longer peak at the back

Tassle hanging to your left

Colour displayed on your right shoulder with white stripe away from face

Black displayed on your left shoulder with white stripe towards face
HOW TO WEAR YOUR Masters Regalia

Mortarboard sits on head with longer peak at the back

Tassel hanging to your left

Colour displayed on both shoulders
HOW TO WEAR YOUR Sash Regalia

Mortarboard sits on head with longer peak at the back

Tassel hanging to your left

Sash to hang over gown